Credits for your activities

In addition to our VE Coachings, we also credit your successful participation in the Erasmus+ TEP trainings. You will receive an “Open Badge” from Erasmus+ Virtual Exchange, which we in turn recognize towards AE according to the workload.

Specific details can be found online in the descriptions in our seminar calendar. The credits count towards the Thematic Certificate “Internationalisation of Teaching and Learning” (40 AE) as well as for the Advanced Level Certificate (120 AE).

Get in Touch with Us

Please don’t hesitate to contact us by email or phone:

✉️ profilelehre@uni-wuerzburg.de
☎️ +49 (0)931 / 31-80920

Learn more about the Internationalisation series and coaching/advisement offers:

🌐 go.uniwc.de/enitl

Our offices are located at Campus Hubland North, Josef-Martin-Weg 54/1:
Virtual Exchange (VE) describes learning settings in formal or non-formal higher education, that are technology-enabled, people-to-people, transnational, facilitated dialogues sustained over a period of time.

In an increasingly digitized, globally networked world characterized by social and political asymmetries, EU projects such as Erasmus+ Virtual Exchange* have been fostering 21st century skills like critical digital literacy, intercultural dialogue and the ability to collaborate in higher education since 2018.

Erasmus+ Virtual Exchange offers TEP (Transnational Exchange Project) trainings in which university teachers get to know the VE approach, develop and implement their own projects. The basic training lasts one month and entails two to three hours of work per week:

\[ \text{go.uniwi.de/evebt} \]

An advanced training course is also available to help teachers to design their own transnational VE projects with a partner class in another country:

\[ \text{go.uniwi.de/eveat} \]

Training courses are offered in English and French. Current registration and training data can also be obtained via our monthly ITL newsletter:

\[ \text{go.uniwi.de/enitl} \]

Would you like to familiarize yourself with the basics of VE and develop initial implementation ideas? Or do you already have a concrete project in mind and would like to receive didactic support in preparation for or in addition to Erasmus+ Virtual Exchange training?

Contact us via phone or email to arrange a four-hour ProfiLehre introductory consultation (personal or online meeting). It is also possible to split the consultation into two shorter units.

Our coaching sessions on the topic of VE are free of charge. You will also receive four work unit credits (4 AE, area A basic level), which are recognized for our Teaching Certificates of the Bavarian Universities.

* The initiative has been established by the European Commission under the European Union's budget.